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even presented their own theory of the origin of the universe as Maya, with the participation of creative gods. Origin of the universe as Maya The Maya culture is considered by many as one of the most important and influential¹ in the history of the world, both so that they had their own vision of what the origin of the universe was. For this cultural
group, before the creation of planet Earth, there were only three gods, whose names were: Tepeu, Gucumatz and HuracÃ©. These gods would have an important cultural burden on the Maya, because they had their own individual symbolism. Starting with the god Tepeu, who was called God of heaven; while Gucumatz, FungÃ£a as God of storms. It is
said that he was also charged with teaching human beings how to set fire. The last of this first trilogy was the Hurricane of God, which in mythology represents the god of air and storm, but also fire. As indicated by the Maya, each of these gods played an important role in the creation of the universe. Among the stories that arose as dogmas of the
origin of the universe like Maya, it is said that the Tepeu and Gucumatz gods would like to be remembered and venerated by others, so they devised the creation of the earth. It is said that the first thing that was believed to the planet, andÃ² to the animals, but soon the gods realized that they did not obey them or pay attention to them. Given this
situation, the gods made the animals fight between St. John's as punishment for disobedience. Later, the gods returned to creation for the second time, and it was where they included human beings. This new attempt was to create man, but the gods had no idea how to do it, which is why. led ied ilg ortnoc erettabmoc ,³Âisim emoc naÃonos ®Â Ãh
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Ãcahsid is ets ®Â Ã am ,omou nu±ÂÃesid ,ovitatnet omirp nu nI ayaM edneggeL ereggel ²Ãup is ayaM i acric m' op nu erecsonoc reP .ivitatnet isrevid rep A place called hell. The powerful brothers lived next to their cousins and were raised by the grandmother. The twins are said to be envied by their cousins. It matters that while the twins went to
hunt in compathered ± è of their cousins, â © these have become monkeys. The twins did not give the finger of what their eyes were seeing, as it was apparently a fact without any explanation. Upon returning from hunting, they told him that it happened to his grandmother, but he is not a creation and he attacked himself. Spent a few days later,
during another episode in which the twins were playing with a ball, something that was annoying for the gods of the XIBALBUE and for that reasonâ, they ordered the brothers to go up to the nineteenth century, apparently to play with them. It was then that the twins left towards hell, where they became the faithful prey of the gods, who tried to kill
them, without getting to have pro-processes in their task. The gods began to play together with the twins and were defeated. Annoyer for defeat, the gods require them to make a series of challenges and desafãcy. The first of these, consists in the fact that the twins must enter the gates of the famous Casa dei Rasoi, where they probably have taken
off, according to the plans of the gods. But, however, the handa roes manage to dodge all the razors and came out unharmed from there. In front of their failed attempt, they tried with a new hazaâ ± a, ordineli led to twins who entered the house of the jaguars, a place from which they also did not come out unharmed, because they had the cunning of
throwing a bone to the jaguars, to distract them. Another of the traps to which the twins were subjected by the gods that they threw them into a fail. The gods found themselves with his killing killing Hunahpã town and xbalanquãship ©, however, â © These managed to reincarnate in fish, and then moved on to men They were killing each other and
then resurrecting. Ã so much as the origin of the universe segÃ n i Maya tells that the twins succeed in defeating the gods of XibalbÃ , and that afterÃ Â® s have been transformed into sun and moon. The MitologÃa and the Origin of the Universe One of the elements that distinguishes and identifies the mitologÃa Maya, are its different beliefs
politeÃstas, what creÃan in many gods and that the same was directed by a civilization Â³ Maya of before the colony espaÃÂ±ola. The Maya people are characterized from the beginning by their religious customs and traditions, many of which remain in force, while others are part of their history of founding the Â³ of the original peoples. According to
rich historical recordsÂ³, the communities Maya in the antiquity Â4, they were victims of the cruelty invaders espaÃÂ±oles, who have reached their lands by expeditions to AmÃ Â® rich, quemÃÃÃ them in order to invade their territories. This Ã is one of the reasons why at present, the information that Â³ you have about the early Maya is limited, as
it is insinuated that also Ã Â©n any element that could serve as evidence, Ã was burned in that barbarie spaÃÂ±ola. However, there is still a text called Popol Vuh, which becomes the most important reference book¹ in order to understand some aspects of Mayan mythology, the history of the original peoples, its customs and traditions, among other
aspects. Another aspect that highlights as important within this old text Ã ¨ the description that Â³ refers to the Origin of the Universe segÃ the Maya, so much as Â³ concerned the creation Â³ of the Earth, the existence of the twins, and attempts to create the first man on Earth. It is said that although the Popol Vuh Ã ³ the most important¹ of the texts
of Mayan history, alsoÃ Â©n this other books like the Chilam Balam and the Â³ niche of Chacxulubchen, which stories about this interesting mitologÃa. The Popol Vuh, the Maya book El Popol Vuh, Ã ¨ the text describing the history of the culture and traditions with which the original Maya peoples counted, and that they saved themselves Â³ of the
barbarity that these peoples suffered, following the invaded Â³ of spaÃÂ±ola, during the times of the expeditions in American territory. An important element that stands out within the narratives of this Maya book, Ã's description that Â³ is made of Â³ mo Ã'was the origin of the Universe segÃor in the Maya, so, you start with the steps that you have
made to create the planet Earth, animals and men, among others. Within the writings of the book Maya Popol Vuh, it is said that the man Ã was created first with mud, then with wood, and in a third attempt, the gods used maÃz. Likewise it was Â³ that the intention of the gods was that these men should honor and make offerings to them, and that
they should obey them. They assigned them certain tasks that had the same purpose, such as worshipping the gods, among which was carving stones and cutting precious gems, among other things. In this book, also, Â³ highlights the narrative of the story of the legendary hÃ Â® roes gemelli, called HunahpÃÂº and IxbalanquÃÂ©, who as a result of
envy in their environment, were forced to face several challenges and challenges and even, had to challenge the gods of XibalbÃ which was Maya. In the end, they managed to overcome all the difficulties and to defeat these gods, gaining the power to become gods as a reward for their victory, bringing them back the sight of man³ the earth that he
had previously lost and becoming the moon and the sun. To learn more about Mayan symbolism you can review the article: Mumbolos Mayas History of the Origin of the Universe segÃÂº in the Maya The Origin of the Universe segÃÂº in the Maya, it encloses the details of Â³ mo si idÃÂ³ by the the creation Â³ of the world and all its elements, including
man and animals. It begins with the story of the existence of two of the creators, Tepeu and KukulkÃ n, classified as the producers and ancestors. These gods were the first beings that existed in the universe. Afterwards Ã included the name of the god HuracÃ, alsoÃ Â known as Ã¢ Â the heartÂ³ of the skyÃ¢ Â, which is little talked about, remainsÃ be
the protagonist as regards the creation processÂ³. It is said that brought by the desire to preserve their heritage, the gods Tepeu and KukulkÃ came together, determining that it was necessary to create beings that could make them honor and worshipÂ³. In this project Ã was included the god HuracÃ, who was entrusted with the creation Â³ of such
beings, while Tepeu and KukulkÃ direct the actions. It was then that Earth and animals built man. Several attempts were made to this end; firstly Ã was created with mud, then wooden and in a last attempt, Ã was created a man of maÃz. However, many legends have been created around the mitologÃa Maya due to the lack of writings and other
elements that allow to verify all these theorÃas. Of the notable ones at the Origin of the Universe Within the teor which resultsÂ³ at the origin of the Universe segÃn i Maya, there have been several gods in which the story dÃ they the cr Â³finger of the creation of the Earth, so much as of all ciÃ² that Ãng there. These first gods had the idea of
creating, first to animals and then to man, as Ã is gi youÂ±encouraging in the development of the item, first with mud, then in wood and also Â©n from maize. Due to the shortcomings of clues certifying Â³ as the world and the Universe have emerged many theoriesÃas and beliefs, one of which Ã is the origin of the universe segÃ los mayas, which is
told in the Popol Vuh, a description Â³ marked by the faceÂ³ of Â³ mo Ã was the belief Â³ of the Earth to this culture. The first 3 of the creators manifested it within the mythologaza, as regards the beginnings of the origin of the universe followed by the Mayans, three of the first of the first of were those who had the idea of creating new breeds to
populate the planet, with the aim of avenged them. These first three of the were classified as creators and their names were: Tepeu, Kukulkã ‚and Hurakã‚. Even if the Â³ creation of various elements on earth is attributed to them, the â âal creation that stands out is that of man. With this assignment, they had to perform three attempts, since the first
two were failed, and the characteristics of these men do not satisfy the expectations of the gods. The former were very delicate and disobedient, until they reached the third who was an intelligent man. Kukulkay is known as the Mayan god of storms. He creates life on the planet through water, and it was the manager of Enseã â ± give men to cause
fire. In the Mayan language, this god is called ã ¢ â € â € snake âœEmplumadaã ¢ â €. Tepeu the god of Heaven Mayan and one of the gods, who dirigiUa â together with Kukulkã ã, the man's creation process in the three attempts of him. Hurak is the Mayan god of the wind, storm and fire, so they baptized him as if â € â € Â the Heartâ of Heaven of
Heaven. He was the three of the original, the person responsible for creating humanity to the third attempt. Also also said of ~ l, that it was the one that caused the flood â response to the anger that the gods that triggered against the first men. From the latter divine, the name of him means '"that of a leg" or' "Zoppoã". Segava n mythologaza, Hurakã
town of the nebline on the torrential waters. He from him there Â³ the word "Terra" more times, until the land arose of the oc â® ani. Also even â © It is said that the god Huracã is transformed into what today is the â³ constellation of orâ³. The 7 seconds of the creators in the same story about the origin of the universe ed sainomerec sal ed ortned
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,nÂ Said That KaruSoremymirp sol a ednod opurg not ,serodaerc sesoid sodnugeteis sol omoc sodamall noreuf euq sesoid sorto neneivni ednod esaf adnuges los los Mayas, se habla de The gods of XIBALBÃ £ or the underworld within the narrative on the origin and the universe according to Maya's illness and death. During the journey to the
underworld, souls should face many dangers and challenges. It is also said to have been ruled by the Maya demon, among whom Hun-CamÃ© and Vucub-CamÃ© are named and inhabited by four beings: Pathan, Quicxic, QuicrÃ© and Quicrixcac. Other important Maya gods alike, both in Maya mythology, are mentioned to other gods who enjoy
importance because they had influence or participation in the facts that make up the origin of the universe as Maya. Among them are: ItzamnÃ £: God creative and also of heaven. He was a counselor to the universe and was charged with teaching the Mayan language to peoples. Ixchel: She was the Mayan goddess of the Moon and consort of the god
Kinich Ahau, Maya God El Sol. Chaac: was a god Maya of rain and water. They also associated it with fertility of the fields, thus Ã was also taken as the god of agriculture. Ah Mun: He was the Mayan god of MaÃ£z. His figure was that of a young man carrying a maze from MaÃ£z. Ah Muzenkab: He was the Mayan god of honey and bees. Bolon
Dzacab: The Mayan god of fire and radius. He was attached to the Mayan royal caste. Buluc-Chabtan: He was the Mayan god of war and human sacrifice. Ek Chuah: God of cocoa and commerce. The Maya depicted him as a man carrying a bag on his back. Yum Kaax: Ã was called in Mayan mythology as the "semilature of forests. Mayan God of
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